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is it won; ii hay concern: 
fe it known that, i, John A. WESER, 8. 

citizen of the United States, and a resident 
of the city, county, and State of New York, 

My present, invention: relates ore 
ularly to the hazarine; action of mec 
players of piano; and the like. 

in the drawings. Wiich show thies of ti 
for 23 which in aay 
Figure i is a side elevation partly in : 
caisection of tie haramer action of a aiano 
embodying isly improvement, and she 
in gonnect thers with portions at 
pneumatics he mecha2-ical pi 
2 and 3 3 garrie. di 
and from easia oikei is showig st 
modifications, rig. 4. shows it fu 
to plan view, partiy is section, of 
responding parts is sig. 8, i.i.d. 
shows its dottestines certaia & the 
different locatin, Fig. 5 is a side ei 
on an enlarged scale if the Yi 
member shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 6 is an eige 
Yise view of the same, and Fig. 7 is a top 
pleaviey party in section on the line - 
in Fig. 9, 

30 I will 

t 

5 

at: 

now deseribe the particular em 
bodiments of my invention illustrated in the 
drawings, and will reserve it to the ciaims 
to point out the novel features of the devices 
shewa and to define the scope of the inve:- 
&ion. 

Sri the drawings, the firee forms silova 
of the isopratemeat, are is lustrate if on 
Feeliora with , well known forms of hammer 
action which will, therefore, not require 
anything more than a general description. 
Thus, is B. piano string, 2 the rear end of a 
piang key, 3 is a rail extending horizontsily 
across the instrument and forming the main 
support of the parts of the hammer action, 
and 4 is another stationary rail below the 
first and assisting in the support of certain 
parts of the action. s 

5 is a hammer, 6 is its stem fulcrumed at 
7 to the rail 3; 8 is a rest rail supporting 

80 the stems 6 of the hammers when in their 
abn-playing position away from the strings. 
5 is the wippen pivotally connected to 

tie 3r die file rail. 3; 10 is the ab 
--- is the wipen. : by a 

s 3 
s 3. 

, 

E. 

have invanted certain nety and useful in 
pravements in Automatic Players, of 'hich 
the following is a specification. 

supported on the reas 
aiiak pivotally connec: 
gith the rail 4.83: Servg 
vertie&f noverharts. 

12 is the jack ---arré 
&nd 4: CO: 

- -- ceive: {p(y 
throw it against the siriig. 
40 is a tug extension firs: &he as: 3.3, 

coming in contact sy 
iaried for the rail 4% 
notiary of the jack star S. 
contact with the harminer or 

Yair 

stiring Raping reciraais; 3. 
Referring new nacra p2.É. 

i., & 3rd 3, 16 is a wig { is a wi. 
generaily caiied & Se: 
as show: to have overhaagi 
which wire is iocated in agright positi 
front of the abstractic (it sing indexists 
that there will he one of such wires to abet. 
abstract), and has its upper and rivatnly 
connected with the forward and of the wig. 
per 9, and its lower a slidiig, 8 
wifi is leg 3xterisie: 3 
19, he described con: 
tipper &nd of the site 
prises a hook, inade of tie Erad Gith 
hooked into an opening or eye is: the 
end of the wippen. 
referred to between tie over aid of the 
wire and the abstract 18 comprises a lug is 
fixed on the lower end of the abstract and 
having a vertical opening through it. In 
this opening is slidingly received the end of 
the wire its which, for this purpose, is bent upward to pass vertically upward through 
the opening. Intermediately, the wire 16 
is bent at two or more places to provide the 
overhanging shoulders 17, one of which 
overhangs an extension 19 from the movable 
part of the hammer pneumatic 20 belonging 
to that particular unit of the action. In 
this connection, it is appropriate to explain 

; : . k g isogitiei's, i. 
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stad is a vitag its lower end that the other hammer pneumatics 30 and it 
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... mer one natics have worked inder blocks 

4. 5. 

55 

60 

fiorarily by arms 24 from the rail 4. There 

extension 9 elevates the wire 16 by contact. 

attached w 

convenient meat 

, abstracts 10, so that the leverage of the 

shown in Figs, 2 and 3, etc., tog 
additional adv2:a: 

135 verties is is risii is is is is 

3. 5.53, 

20 with their extensions i9, are not directly 
inder the pneumatic 20 as appears from the 
drawing, bat are to one side in position for 
their extensions 19 to engage inder the 
shoulder's 1?t of the wires 16 beionging to 

liacent, inits of the action. 
vertically adistable stop coasisi 
felt head on a screw 22 threader: 

oigh a horizontal rail 23 supported sta 
ity of these stops, one for 32 ci. are a pii'a 

wire 26, (32ted over 8, shot ider 17 (o. iii. 
the movement of the wire as it is carried 
upward by the corresponding hammer pneu 
Initie. Each stop being verticaily adirist 
abie, its contact with the shoulider of the 
wire to limit, its movement at the proper 
point, can be regulated and fixed. 
The operation of the described devices 

will now be apparent and consists of the 
striking of the string i by the hainmei' 5 
when the pneumatic 20 or 208 corresponding 
to that hammer has been collapsed, due to 
the working of the piano player whereby its 

3. 
A. 
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with its shoulder ", raises the abstract, 20 
aid the jack to throw the has iné; against 

he stri: During this elevation of the i. i 

abstract. Tirthermore, during 
Yard movemeini, of the wire 6, coin 

act, is made between its shoulder and stop 
21, initing said upward may emeini beyond 
the point necessary to convey the proper 
{hilst to the wippen 9 and jack 12 and the 
proper thrévy to the hainine: . r 

Fei'etofore, the extensions from the ham 

secured directiy to the front sides of the ah 
stracts 10.3 The advantages of the present 
improvernet by which the wire i8 and 
other déséribed parts are substituted for 
said blocks, inay be stated among other re 
spects, as follows: First, the attaching and 
positioning of the blocks is always trol thie 
joine and they readily break off from the 
bstracts, whereas the wires 16 are easily. 
t fith no danger of coming off, and 

moreover the desired shoulders are easily 
provided. Second, the wire 16 provides a 

for locating the shot iders 
distance in fro 

i. 

means 
at a considerable 

hammer pneumatics to actuate the hammers 
is greatly increased, thereby increasing the 
effective power of the apparatus and sub 
jecting it to less train. Third, the facility 
of moving and assembling is greatly in 
creased and there is not the trouble formerly 
expeFienced in Securing additional blocks to 
the abstracts 10. The foregoing advantages 
apply equally well to the other modifications 

i 

th{se wires. 

provided. 

isitioned both too far forw: I'd 

5,235 

and is fact, are, 
adjustable in the 
in Fig. 3. 

in addition, in grizozialy 
form of the improveineri. 

Referring to Figs. 2 and 7, 26 is another 
form of secondary absti'act, being a wire 
having hooked connection above with Yip 
per and below sliding in a vertigai opening 
£irotigh an extension or lug 28 on abstra: 
6. A head 26* may he provided on 
lower end of the wire 26 to prevent idei 
By conditions the wire from coming at it of 
the (j)eini): in g :28, 27 designates bit 
tons having threaded connection with the 
wire 26. Similarly to the shoulders 17 on 
wires 16, there may be a plurality of these 
buttons on the same wire 26, and it will be 
}}ote that (lite to their threaded connection 
they have vertical adjustment so that, they 
'an be brought in proper relation with the 
extensions from the hammer pneumatics. 
in other words, the buttons 27 serve as the 
shoulder's 17 in the form of the device de 
scribed in connection with Fig. 1 and will 
have the advantage of being vertically ad 
it stabie, in connection with Fig. 2, the 
same remark applies, which was previously 
inade in connection with Fig. , that the 
pneumatics 20, 20' and 20 are not in the 
same vertical line but are spaced or stag 
gered io correspond with adjacent wires 26 
and to act upon the bitions 27 belonging to 

in Fig. 2, the extensions 9 
from the hanmer pneumatics are bifurcated 

fe 
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to straddle the wires 26 as best shown in the 
detail view in Fig. 7. 

In connection with Fig. 2, the same stop 
means 2i is provided described in connection 
with Fig. 1, and it engages the builton 27 
on the same wire 26 as the upper button 
against which the hammer pneumatic 20 : 

' ' 3CS, 

ment of the shoulder member's designated 
in this modification by the numeral 37. The 
wire 36 being stiii another form of second 
alry abstract, is shown mounted as in Fig. i. 
|at differs in having a straight intermediate 
portion ipon which the shoulder members 
87 slide for adjustment purposes, which 

The modification shown in Fig. 3 has the advantage of providing for lateral adjust 

O 

shoulder, members having been adjusted are . 
Secured stationary on the wires 36 by the 
set, screws 39 with which each member is 

members 37 are adjustable not only ver 
tically as in Fig. 2, but horizontally. The 
advantage is that in the assembling of in 
striumenis, it often happens that the is immer 
pneumatics or their extensions do not prop 
erly assemble relative to the lags or shouli 
der's on the abstracts for operating the ham 
mers. Thus, as indicated by the dotted 
lines in Fig. 4, the particular haiarner net 

: stic relative to the wire 36 

This, in this case, the shoulder 
: 3 
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